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The Schro¨dinger equation, in hyperspherical coordinates, is solved in closed form
for a system of three particles on a line, interacting via pair delta functions. This is
for the case of equal masses and potential strengths. The interactions are replaced
by appropriate boundary conditions. This leads then to requiring the solution of a
free-particle Schro¨dinger equation subject to these boundary conditions. A general-
ized Kontorovich–Lebedev transformation is used to write this solution as an inte-
gral involving a product of Bessel functions and pseudo-Sturmian functions. The
coefficient of the product is obtained from a three-term recurrence relation, derived
from the boundary condition. The contours of the Kontorovich–Lebedev represen-
tation are fixed by the asymptotic conditions. The scattering matrix is then derived
from the exact solution of the recurrence relation. The wavefunctions that are
obtained are shown to be equivalent to those derived by McGuire. The method can
clearly be applied to a larger number of particles and hopefully might be useful for
unequal masses and potentials. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1769613#

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-body systems and processes are of fundamental interest in physics.1 One of these, with
which a number of us have been concerned, is the recombination of three-particles to a dimer plus
a free particle, in a many body system forming a Bose–Einstein condensate.2 The condensate is
not the lowest state of the system, but a metastable state. The three-body recombination is the
dominant mechanism for cooling and lowering the overall energy of the system.

Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that this recombination rate depends mainly
on the two-body scattering lengtha,2–6 as the collision energy is low and the interaction is
weak—owing to large interparticle distances, and on the bound state energies.

This would suggest that zero-range potentials~ZRP!, defined in terms of the scattering length7

lim
r→0

F 1

rc

]~rc!

]r G521/a. ~1!
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can be applied to model the interaction between the particles of the condensate. It has been shown
by Nielsen and Macek using the hidden crossing technique that the ZRP describes properly the
recombination transition in a system of three4He atoms.2 Also, Gasaneo and Macek showed that
the ZRP gives a quite good representation for the adiabatic potential of the same system.8 A closed
form solution for a system of three-particles interacting via a ZRP has been recently presented by
Gasaneoet al.9 The fragmentation process4He214He→4He14He14He was studied and rela-
tively good agreement was found when compared with the hidden crossing calculations. In the
nuclear physics area we just want to mention the study of the 112 elastic scattering ofnnp and
Lnp systems,10 in which, besides the scattering length, it is included the effective range and the
shape parameter in the boundary conditions. Recently, there has been several applications of the
ZRP model in one dimension. The study of ion–atom collision have been done by Burgdo¨rfer11

and the photo-double ionization processes has been studied by Le Rouzo.12 The use of one
dimensional model to bosons has been considered by Muda and Snider using periodic boundary
conditions and to the dynamics of fermions systems by McGuire.13

In this paper, we seek to apply our techniques to a famous model: Three particles in one
dimension, subject to pair delta–function interactions. For this model, introduced by McGuire,14

one can obtain exact solutions for the wave functions, the scattering matrix and the binding
energies, in the case of particles of identical masses and equally weighted interactions. As such it
has been extended to a larger number of particles,15 using Bethe’s Ansatz,16 and also found to be
exceedingly useful when used as a test-bed for the development of a number of different methods
~pertubative, Faddeev, hyperspherical adiabatic, etc.!.17

Here, we note that using ZRP and~1!, in three-dimensions, leads to the Thomas effect and the
collapse of the three-body ground state.18 However, in one dimension, an equation similar to
~1!—with a not the scattering length—provides boundary conditions which correctly characterizes
the wave functions and replace the use of thed-function interactions, and should, therefore, again
give us exact results. One of these, though, is that the recombination rate, for this model, is exactly
zero.

In Sec. II we propose a solution, written in integral form, for the free particle Schro¨dinger
equation, written in hyperspherical coordinates. A linear combination of free particle solutions can
then be found to satisfy the boundary condition that we alluded to earlier, and thus provide us with
the solution of the problem with interaction. The requirement that the wave function satisfy the
boundary conditions leads us to one of the important results of this paper, namely that the weight
of the free particle solutions, in the integral form, satisfies a recurrence relation similar to that
obtained in Refs. 19 and 9.

In Sec. III the method is applied to a particular case in which two of the particles are bound.
It is shown that the recurrence relation, defining the coefficient of the free-particle expansion, can
be solved in closed form and, thus, the scattering matrix is also obtained in a closed form. This
allows us to have a detailed test of our method. In this section it is also shown that the wave
function obtained is equivalent to the McGuire plane wave solution, and that our expression for
the S matrix is the matrix obtained by McGuire, in the particular case discussed in this paper. In
Sec. IV the relation between the hyperspherical adiabatic approach and the present one is dis-
cussed.

In Appendix A, the pseudo-Sturmian functions are derived. In Appendix B, the wave function
is written as the symmetric wave plane in cartesian coordinates.

II. EXACT INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

To begin the study of the three identical–particle system~therefore, with equal masses!,
consider the center of mass and Jacobi coordinates

r 5 1
3 ~x11x21x3!,

h5A 1
2~x12x2!, ~2!
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j5A2

3S x11x2

2
2x3D ,

the xi give us the locations of the 3 particles along the line, see Fig. 1. Using polar coordinates,
the 2 Jacobi variables allow us to define, in turn, a hyper radiusR and an angleu as

h5R cosu, j5R sinu, ~3!

where2p,u<p and 0<R,`. In terms of these coordinates the Schro¨dinger equation for the
‘‘relative’’ system can be written as

HC~R,u!5S 2m

\2 D EC~R,u!, ~4!

where

H52S 1

R

]

]R
R

]

]R
1

1

R2

]2

]u2D1
1

R
C~u!. ~5!

The functionC(u) is defined by

C~u!5
p

3
c(

j 50

5

d~u2u j !, ~6!

where the coefficientc equals (3/p&)(2m/\2)g, g being the strength of the interactions. Thisc
is negative for attractive interactions and positive for repulsive ones. The anglesu j equal (2j
11)p/6. The linesu5u j divide the~r,u! plane in six regions. In each region the order of particles
is fixed, so that betweenu4 and u5 , x1,x2,x3 , etc. A different permutation of particles is
associated to each region. From now on, we will choose the units such that 2m51 and\51. In
each sector, we now seek a free particle solution that satisfies the boundary condition that will
replace the effect of the potential, i.e.,

lim
u2→u j

F 1

RC~R,u!

]C~R,u!

]u G52
1

a
, ~7!

where u25u,u j , j 50,1,. . . ,5. In Eq.~7! a5(6/pc) does not depend onj because all the
strengths of the interactions and all the masses are equal. Writing a solution for the free particle
system as the productc free(R,u)5Q(n,u)R1/2Rn(KR), where K25E, leads to the set of free
particle equations

R2

R21/2Zn~KR! F ]2

]R2 1K2GR21/2Zn~KR!5
21

Q~n,u! S ]2

]u2 1
1

4DQ~n,u!5n22
1

4
, ~8!

whereZn(KR)5R1/2Rn(KR) is a Bessel function andn a separation constant. If for theQ~n, u!
functions we choose the pseudo-Sturmian functionsS(n,u), defined, for fixedn, as the solutions
of

FIG. 1. One of three sets of Jacobi coordinates for the three particles.
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2F ]2

]u2 1
1

4
2r~n!C~u!GS~n,u!5S n22

1

4DS~n,u!, ~9!

then the functionsc free(u,R)5S(n,u)Zn(KR) are solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation Eq.~4!
for values ofr(n)5R. Note that Eq.~9! may be replaced by the relation

F ]2

]u2 1n2GS~n,u!50, ~10!

subject to the boundary conditions

lim
u2→u j

F 1

r~n!

1

S~n,u!

]S

]u
~n,u!G52

1

a
, j 50,1,. . . ,5. ~11!

In the last equation, we assumed thatS(n,u) is symmetric about each lineu5u j .
We now propose to write the general wave function of the system as a Kontorovich–Lebedev

transform, in terms of the base functions just discussed, that is, as

C~R,u!5E
§
dnA~n!S~n,u!Zn~KR!, ~12!

provided that its derivative satisfies the boundary conditions, i.e., Eq.~7!. The contour of integra-
tion must be chosen so that the wave function has the correct asymptotic behavior.

Following the reasoning of Gasaneoet al.,8 we will now show that the boundary conditions,
Eq. ~7!, can be transformed into a recurrence relation forA(n). First, we substitute Eq.~12! into
Eq. ~7!, and then interchange the order in which the integral and the derivative are taken, to obtain
for eachj

lim
u2→u j

E
§
dnA~n!F 1

R
Zn~KR!

]S~n,u!

]u
1

1

a
S~n,u!Zn~KR!G50. ~13!

Second, we use Eq.~11! and the identity (2n/z)Zn(z)5Zn11(z)2Zn21(z) to transform the equa-
tion to

lim
u2→u j

H E
§
dnA~n!

1

n
@2r~n!/a#S~n,u!3@Zn11~KR!2Zn21~KR!#

1
2

Ka E§
dnA~n!S~n,u!Zn~KR!J 50. ~14!

We assumed in the previous equation that K5 iK andK>0, because we are mainly interested in
negative energies. By selecting the appropriate contours we can now transform the last equation to

lim
u2→u j

E
§
dnFA~n21!

1

n21
r~n21!S~n21,u!2A~n11!

1

n11
r~n11!S~n11,u!

2
2

K
A~n!S~n,u!GZn~KR!50. ~15!

Since the set of Bessel functions forms a complete set of basis functions, the function within
the square brackets should be zero at the limit. We arrive, finally, at the recurrence relation that we
are looking for
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B~n21!r~n21!S~n21,u j !2B~n11!r~n11!S~n11,u j !5
2n

K
B~n!S~n,u j !, ~16!

whereB(n)5A(n)/n. In the following section, we will apply this approach to a particular case of
this three body system and show that we can obtain the wave function and theS-matrix.

III. 2¿1 SYSTEM

Consider now the case where two of the particles are bound. The wave functionc(R,u) can
still be written in terms of the Kontorovich–Lebedev representation, Eq.~12!. The unnormalized
angle pseudo-Sturmian functionS(n,u), a six-fold symmetric function, is defined by the Eqs.~10!
and ~11!. As can be seen in Appendix A, the functionS(n,u) may be written as

S~n,u!5cosF S u2 j
p

3 D nG , Uu2 j
p

3U,p

6
, ~17!

with j 50,1,. . . ,5,wherer~n! satisfies the relation

n tanS n
p

6 D5
1

~6/pc!
r~n!. ~18!

From the previous section, we can immediately conclude thatA(n) satisfies the recurrence
relation

A~n11!sinF ~n11!
p

6 G2A~n21!sinF ~n21!
p

6 G52
pc

3K
A~n!cosFn p

6 G . ~19!

A. Solution of the recurrence relation

The recurrence relation, displayed in Eq.~19!, can be written as

ei (p/6)nFA~n11!ei (p/6)2A~n21!e2 i (p/6)1
ipc

3K
A~n!G1e2 i (p/6)nF2A~n11!e2 i (p/6)

1A~n21!ei (p/6)1
ipc

3K
A~n!G50. ~20!

An inspection, of the solution of the recurrence relation—Eq.~25! in Ref. 8, leads us to propose
a coefficient in the form of the series

A~n!5e2bn@e2 i (p/3)n1Sei (p/3)n1S 1e2 i (p/6)n1S 2ei (p/6)n1S3#. ~21!

Substituting this expression in Eq.~20!, and equating to zero the coefficients of exponentials, with
different arguments that depend onn, we obtain the following values for the parameters:

S5tanS p

6
2 ib D cotS p

6
1 ib D ,

S352cot
p

6
cotS p

6
1 ib D , ~22!

cos~ ib!52
pc

6K
,
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sin~ ib!5 i
k

K
. ~23!

Consequently, the solution for the coefficient can be written as

A~n!5e2bn~e(2 ip/3)n1S e( ip/3)n1S3 !, ~24!

or

A~n!52 e2bnFcosS p

3
n1d D1aG , ~25!

where

S5e2id ~26!

and

a52
1

2
cot

p

6
AcotS p

6
2 ib D cotS p

6
1 ib D . ~27!

In the next section, we demonstrate thatS represents the scattering matrix and, accordingly,d
the phase shift. We should stress the remarkable fact that theS-matrix appears explicitly in the
solution of the recurrence relation. In the next subsection it is shown that the expression obtained
for S in this work is equivalent to the formula for the exact symmetricS-matrix for the 211
process, given in Ref. 21.

B. Asymptotic wave function

To be specific we will restrict the following discussion to the case of total negative energies,
and will write K5A(pc)2/362k2>0, in which2(pc)2/36 is the two-body bound energy andk2

is the effective energy. Next, we will show that the imaginary axis is the appropriate contour to
obtain the correct asymptotic behavior of the wave function. Substituting the coefficientsA(n)
defined in Eqs.~22! and ~24!, the pseudo-Sturmian functions given in Eq.~17! and the modified
Bessel functionsKn(KR), into Eq.~12!, as well as choosing the imaginary axis as the contour of
integration, we find

C5E
§
dn~cosh@~ ip/31b!n#2sinh@~ ip/31b!n#!3cosF S u2 j

p

3 D nGKn~KR!

1SE
§
dn~cosh@~ ip/32b!n#1sinh@~ ip/32b!n#!cosF S u2 j

p

3 D nGKn~KR!

1S3E
§
dn~cosh@bn#2sinh@bn#!cosF S u2 j

p

3 D nGKn~KR!. ~28!

Note that in the above expression the exponentials in the coefficients have been written in terms of
hyperbolic functions. The integral over the odd terms vanishes, leaving only the even terms in the
integrand. After a trigonometric identity, this leads to
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C5
1

2 H E
§
dn coshS Fb1 i S u2@ j 21#

p

3 D Gn DKn~KR!1E
§
dn coshS F2b

1 i S u2@ j 11#
p

3 D Gn DKn~KR!1SF E
§
dn coshS F2b1 i S u2@ j 21#

p

3 D Gn DKn~KR!

1 E
§
dn coshS Fb1 i S u2@ j 11#

p

3 D Gn DKn~KR!G1S3F E
§
dn coshS F2b1 i S u2 j

p

3 D Gn D
3Kn~KR!1E

§
dn coshS Fb1 i S u2 j

p

3 D Gn DKn~KR!G . ~29!

Using the Kontorovich–Lebedev Transforms,20 we obtain

C5
ip

2 S expH 2KR coshS b1 i Fu2~ j 21!
p

3 G D J 1expH 2KR coshS 2b1 i Fu2~ j 11!
p

3 G D J
1S FexpH 2KR coshS b1 i Fu2~ j 11!

p

3 G D J 1expH 2KR coshS 2b1 i Fu2~ j 21!
p

3 G D J G
1S3FexpH 2KR coshS 2b1 i Fu2 j

p

3 G D J 1expH 2KR coshS b1 i Fu2 j
p

3 G D J G . ~30!

Introducingb from Eq. ~23! into this expression, yields

C5
ip

2 S expH pc

6
R cosFu2~ j 21!

p

3 G2 ikR sinFu2~ j 21!
p

3 G J
1expH pc

6
R cosFu2~ j 11!

p

3 G1 ikR sinFu2~ j 11!
p

3 G J 1S FexpH pc

6
R cosFu2~ j 11!

p

3 G
2 ikR sinFu2~ j 11!

p

3 G J 1expH pc

6
R cosFu2~ j 21!

p

3 G1 ikR sinFu2~ j 21!
p

3 G J G
1S3FexpH pc

6
R cosFu2 j

p

3 G1 ikR sinFu2 j
p

3 G J 1expH pc

6
R cosFu2 j

p

3 G
2 ikR sinFu2 j

p

3 G J G D , j 50,1,. . . ,5. ~31!

From Eq.~17! it is easily seen that this wave function is fully symmetric under the interchange
of particles. The function is invariant under the addition ofp/3 to u, together with the addition of
one unit toj , which is what should be done to move from one region in the~r,u! plane to its next
counterclockwise neighbor. Remember that for each region there is a specific order of the par-
ticles.

We can also see that the real part of each of the exponential arguments is negative, except
whenu2( j 71)p/356p/2, that is on the linesu5u j , where its value is zero. Thus, whenR is
large, the wave function is negligible except near the linesu5u j . Note that only the first four
terms give a significant contribution in the asymptotic region. We can conclude that the form of
the wave function is that of products of bound state functions, associated with two particles, with
oscillatory functions, which describe the location of the third particle with respect to the 2 bound
ones. Evaluating, then, the wave function for large values ofR, its asymptotic form can be written
as

3539J. Math. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 9, September 2004 Integral representation of scattering
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C~R,u8!;e$ pc/6 R cosu8%~e$2 ikR sin u8%1S e$ ikR sin u8%! ~32!

where p/6,u85u2( j 21) p/3,p/2, j 50,1,. . . ,5. This asymptotic expression consists of a
wave representing a two particles bound state multiplied by an incoming wave, together with an
outgoing wave multiplied byS.

From the expression in Eq.~22! the matrixS can be written as

S5

sinS p

6
1 ib D cosS p

6
2 ib D

cosS p

6
1 ib D sinS p

6
2 ib D 5

sin
p

3
2sin~22ib!

sin
p

3
1sin~22ib!

5

sin
p

3
12 sin~ ib!cos~ ib!

sin
p

3
22 sin~ ib!cos~ ib!

. ~33!

In terms ofK

cos~ ib!sin~ ib!52
pc

6K

ik

K
5

2 ipck

6~p2c2/362k2!
. ~34!

Therefore

S5
1236~k/pc!22 i ~24/) !~k/pc!

1236~k/pc!21 i ~24/) !~k/pc!
. ~35!

This is, precisely, the scattering matrix

S5
@212 i ~6)/pc!k#@31 i ~6)/pc!k#

@31 i ~6)/pc!k#@211 i ~6)/pc!k#
, ~36!

given as Eq.~61! in Ref. 21. It corresponds to the symmetricS matrix calculated for the specific
process 211.

The matrixS3 , see again~22!, has the following form as a function ofk

S35
31 i ~6)/pc!k

211 i ~6)/pc!k
. ~37!

S3 multiplies the shorter ranged part of the exact wave function, that goes to zero whenR
goes to`.

Additional insight can be gained, by following the reasoning of McGuire.14 The scattering of
3 asymptotically free particles, to 3 also asymptotically free particles, requires 3~successive!
collisions, and yields the part of the wave function associated with the calculation of theS-matrix.
Intermediate stages, associated with fewer collisions, give rise to the shorter ranged part of the
wave functions. A similar reasoning holds for the 211 processes.

In conclusion, we have shown that this integration contour, and the choice of Bessel functions,
have imparted the correct asymptotic behavior. Furthermore, we can deduce from the asymptotic
expression that the coefficientS represents theS-matrix.

IV. RELATION TO ADIABATIC THEORY

The eigenfunctions of the following eigenvalue equation21 form a complete set of orthogonal
hyperspherical adiabatic basis functions. Changing, a bit, the usual notation:

F 1

R82 S ]2

]u2 1
1

4D2
1

R8
C~u!1Lk~R8!GBk~u;R8!50, ~38!
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where R8, a real parameter in this equation, is held fixed;k50,6,12, . . . andLk(R8)→(k2

21/4)/R82 as the interaction is turned off. The unnormalized eigenfunctions

Bk~u;R8!5cosFqkS u2
j p

3 D G , ~39!

where j is an integer such thatuu2 j (p/3) u,p/6 andqk satisfies

qk tanS p

6
qkD5

pR8c

6
. ~40!

In the adiabatic approach the parameterR8 is identified with the hyper radiusR. For E,0 there
is only one open channel, labeled byk50. For largeR, the channel function is concentrated along
the lines defined byu5u j . Accordingly it can represent the two-body bound state. ForE.0, there
is an infinite number of open channels, labeled by the successive numbersk, equal and greater
than zero. They describe, asymptotically, three free particles or a two-body bound state, together
with a free particle.

Note that the functionr~n!, Eq. ~18!, is a real function if, and only if,n takes on values along
the imaginary or the real axis, see Fig. 2. It can be seen that the pseudo-Sturmian function defined
in Eq. ~9! coincides, apart from normalization constants, with the lowest adiabatic function
B0(u;R8) whenn5q0 is an imaginary number andr(n)5R8(q0). Also, if n5qk are in the real
intervals (31@k26#,91@k26#) with k56,12,. . . , then r(n)5R8(qk) and the pseudo-
Sturmian functions become equal, except for the normalization constants, to the adiabatic eigen-
functionsBk(u;R8).

FIG. 2. Plot of the pseudo-Sturmian eigenvaluer~n!. In ~a! we plotr~n! as a function ofn2. In ~b! the plot of~a! is rotated

and flipped to given2 as a function ofr. For r positive,n25L(r)r21
1
4.
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Thus, in the case of the example considered in this paper, that isE,0 and the 211 system,
the integral Eq.~12!, along the imaginary axis in the complexn plane, can be written in terms of
the lowest adiabatic function as

C~R,u!5E
§
dnA~n!B0~u;R8~n!!Zn~KR!, ~41!

wheren runs from2 i` to i`. The most important contribution of the adiabatic functions to the
integral, at largeR, comes from the linesu5u j , where two of the particles are joined. When these
adiabatic functions are multiplied by the appropriate Bessels functions, their linear combination
@Eq. ~41!# should have the correct asymptotic behavior, and will represent a two-body bound
system in the colliding with a third particle.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have shown that the integral representation approach within the hyperspherical context,
when applied to McGuire’s model, offers a reliable tool to study the collisional dynamics of the
three-body system. We have obtained several interesting results, namely:

~i! an exact solution to the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation;
~ii ! a closed form for the angular basis for this system, the pseudo-Sturmian functions;
~iii ! a recurrence relation for the coefficients, in the expansion of the wave function in terms of

the free-particle basis;
~iv! the S-matrix, obtained directly from the solution of the recurrence relation;
~v! the relation of the present approach to the traditional adiabatic approach;
~vi! the relation of the present solution to the known plane wave exact solution.

The simplicity of the approach as compared with the adiabatic one, promises to be very useful
in extending it to more complicated situations, like the system with different masses and systems
with more particles, currently under research, or systems in three dimensions modeled by ZRP
potentials. In the last case, the method can be applied to a wide kind of systems to obtain
asymptotic solutions which can be matched to solutions obtained with methods like theR-matrix
one, simplifying substantially the calculations.
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APPENDIX A: PSEUDO-STURMIAN FUNCTIONS

Fixing n, the general solution for the eigenvalue equation

F ]2

]u2 1n2Gw~u!5Fr~n!
pc

3 (
j 50

5

d~u2u j !Gw~u!, ~A1!

with u j5(2 j 11)p/6, can be written as the free angular wave solutionw(u)5Dn cos@n(u
2gj)#, j50,1,. . . ,5, provided that it be continuous through the boundary linesu5u j , that is,

cos@n~u j2g j 11!#5cos@n~u j2g j !#, ~A2!
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and satisfies the boundary conditions

lim
z→0

E
u j 2z

u j 1zH duF ]2

]u2 1n2Gw~u!2Fr~n!
pc

3 (
l 50

5

d~u2u l !Gw~u!J 50, ~A3!

with j 50,1,. . . ,5. Dn , which does not depend onj for the symmetric solution, determined by
normalizing the wave function.22 The requirement of continuity leads to the conditionsg j

1g j 1152u j5( j 1@ j 11#)p/3 or tog j 215g j . The second condition does not satisfy~A3! so we
shall use the first one, which can be written asg j5 j p/3. Now to focus on Eq.~A3!. Continuity
implies that the integral of the second term gives zero. For eachj , the first and the third terms give

lim
z→0

S ]

]u
~cosn@u2g j 11# !u5u j 1§2

]

]u
~cosn@u2g j # !u5u j 2§D2r~n!

pc

3
cosn@u j2g j #50.

~A4!

If we select a symmetric solution, then

2
]

]u
cos~n@u j1§2g j 11# !5

]

]u
cos~n@u j2§2g j # !, ~A5!

and taking the limit in Eq.~A4!, we obtain the desired form of the boundary condition

lim
u2→u j

1

r~n!cos~n@u2g j # !

]

]u
cos~n@u2g j # !52

pc

6
, ~A6!

where j 50,1,. . . ,5.Calculating the derivative and the limit in Eq.~A6! yields

6

pc
v tannp/65r~n!. ~A7!

We conclude that cos@n(u2jp/3)#, j 50,1,. . . ,5,satisfies Eq.~A1!, provided thatr~n! satis-
fies Eq.~A7!.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE PLANE WAVE REPRESENTATION IN TERMS OF
CARTESIAN COORDINATES

For the 211 system, and aside from an ultimate normalization, the incoming wave function
from Eq. ~31! can be written in terms of Cartesian coordinates, as

c i5expH pc

6 S x12x2

&
cosF ~ j 21!

p

3 G1
x11x222x3

A6
sinF ~ j 21!

p

3 G D
2 ikS x11x222x3

A6
cosF ~ j 21!

p

3 G2
x12x2

&
sinF ~ j 21!

p

3 G D J
1expH pc

6 S x12x2

&
cosF ~ j 11!

p

3 G1
x11x222x3

A6
sinF ~ j 11!

p

3 G D
1 ikS x11x222x3

A6
cosF ~ j 11!

p

3 G2
x12x2

&
sinF ~ j 11!

p

3 G D J . ~B1!

Evaluating the trigonometric functions forj 50 in the above expression, the argument of the first
exponential function takes the form
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i F2
2

A6
kx11S i

pc

6&
1

k

A6
D x21S 2 i

pc

6&
1

k

A6
D x3G . ~B2!

By labeling the particle wave numbers as in Ref. 21,

k15 i
pc

6&
2

1

A6
k,

k252 i
pc

6&
2

1

A6
k, ~B3!

k35A2

3
k,

the incoming wave takes the form

c i5exp$2 i ~k3x11k2x21k1x3!% j 501exp$ i ~k2x11k3x21k1x3!% j 50 .

The outgoing wave forj 50 can be obtained from the incoming one by substitutingk by 2k,
which in turns means interchangingk1↔k2 and inverting the sign of the whole argument within
all exponentials, that is,

S@exp$2 i ~k1x11k3x21k2x3!% j 501exp$ i ~k3x11k1x21k2x3!% j 50#.

The wave associated to the factorS3 can be written as

exp$2 i ~k1x11k2x21k3x3!% j 501exp$ i ~k2x11k1x21k3x3!% j 50].

The above results correspond to the sectorj 50 in the~r,u! plane, in which the order of particles
is given byx2,x3,x1 . The waves in different sectors can be obtained by the appropriate per-
mutation of the set of coordinates$x1 ,x2 ,x3%. The completely symmetric wave plane may then be
written as

c5Sp@$exp@2 i ~k3x11k2x21k1x3!# j 5 j p
1exp@ i ~k2x11k3x21k1x3!# j 5 j p

%

1S~p!$exp@2 i ~k1x11k3x21k2x3!# j 5 j p
1exp@ i ~k3x11k1x21k2x3!# j 5 j p

%

1S3~p!$exp@2 i ~k1x11k2x21k3x3!# j 5 j p
1exp@ i ~k2x11k1x21k3x3!# j 5 j p

%#, ~B4!

where the sum runs over all permutations of the set$x1 ,x2 ,x3%.
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